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Ill‘liis :invention meals-‘With ilard'ln'g ‘and “season 
ingjureeiiles, r and rmore --'speci?call»y,' :to :speari'ng» 
tools :for depositing ‘within :roasts .an'diisimilar 
?ends i-various ‘ingredients 51for improvinglpalata 
bility. 
warding.needles.\haveibeeniemployediin':the-past 

ioriinsertingsintonneatsroastsrand similar‘ objects, 
various‘ rats,‘ condiments, :‘slices rof :bacon,-ssuet, 
and the .zli'kze; f~to give :a . :j u-icierv'v meat wand ‘to en 
hannerits-diavor. Mostiofisuchrdevicesrarernade 
up of several esections, ronerof which‘éis ‘movable 
and-lie employed it'o cover the stubewcarrymgithe 
larding ingredients prior to spear-ing :into the 
meat. asueh ideilioes ‘have been ifoundlt'o the :time 
consuming Panti- “ine?i'cient. {Furthermore the 
joints ‘off-the ‘lvari'ous parts ‘tend toxcolle'ct ;dirt 
andzg‘rease andithusiresultiin an aunsanitary and 
unsightly.- lsitchen :ute'nsil. 
One object of this invention'iis'"to'lprovide a 

simple ito‘ol which .ire'qui'restrnolfmoving ‘parts and ~ 
which :m‘ore e?ioient- ‘and less ~wasteful ‘than 
the'ieonveritional :lardingf-tools. Another =lobject 
is to provide sharpening means :to-rmaint-aina 
sharp point, an essential?characteristic or allar‘d 
ing?tool. li?tlier-"objects will ‘become apparent :1 
fromzth'e"aocompanyingidrawingsaanididescription 
which is to follow. 

Intthe.iirawingsiFigureirrepresents a top view 
and Figure 2 a side view of one embodiment of 
this invention. FFi‘gure’B~is-‘acrossasectional view ' 
of Figure .‘2 looking ‘to the .left ‘from .-3--3, .rwhile 
Figure 4 is a cross-sectional view ~aoross*4—4 -of 
Figure 2, lookingto the right. 
The top "View “of another ‘embodiment is illus 

trated in‘ Figure 5, while ‘Figure 6 represents'a - 
s'i’deiviewsoftthe same: instrument. :‘Figure'?: shows 
a side view ofta-modi?ed -.tuhe and tip, and a 
number of variously shaped‘t'ips are shown in 
Figuresi's, 9 and 10. Inii?ligures 11 and 1L2J3are 
shownx’a tront-and-side view;irespectivelygof a 
sharpeningiandstopping toolywhile Figureil’3 is 
a'lperspeetive side ‘view illustrating the-‘manner 
o'f-use'of theistoppingtool. 

Still another modi?cation of a larding needle 
made according to this invention is shown by a s 
top view in Figure 14, side view in Figure 15 and 
bottom view in Figure 16. Similar numbers refer 
to similar parts in the various ?gures. 

Referring again to the drawings, and particu 
larly to Figures 1-4, numeral 9 represents the - 
bottom of a semi-circular metal tube having rim 
edges I and hollow cavity 2. The free end of the 
tube is tapered at 1 to a point 8. The bottom 
portion is raised gradually near end 20, so that 
it meets the rim edges at point 8. It will also be 
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observed rthat-lthetoprportion "I: of :the :needlenear 
the‘tipis maisedgradually so that the tip‘ arealis' 
above :rim edgerof the ‘rest of thevtubular 
needle. The<other end; 5Iof.the needleris-provided 
withihandle P3 ‘made of;pl'astic, wood: oriothersuit 
able?material. Projections 61are'prov-ided'on the 
tubular surface of thesneedleito insure “anchor 
ingof the handle‘there'on. 
In theloperati‘on' of>the needle, theifat'mi-Xed 

with the icondiments and other ‘materials, is 
packed-‘into.thetubularsectionso that theztop-fat 
surface ‘I in: 1ine~:with~ edges. I1 of the tube. The 
needle. is~th‘enzpositionedsatithev roast'and inserted 
therein with a quick straight jab. It :has-been 
found that when-ea ira-ised “sharp Ytip, such - asv that 
shown-inthedrawinglis employed, the cut-spread 
meatadoes .n‘otihave an opportunityato:recover-‘its 
original position before the needle has reached 
the tend of fits" stroke. Thereafter, recovery takes 
place, :and the r'meat; in 1a manner ~simi1ar7to ‘a 
piercedzpieceaofirubber, retracts andattempts to 
return to its original position. Advantage is 
taken Lof {this property: during withdrawal of the 
needle; whereupon =.the retracted ' meat wipes the 
inner surta'cie .oflthe tool, - thusvzretaining = the , fat 
and other ingredients. The raisedzpoin'trof the 
needleilnot only‘servesrto-penetrate the meat,-but 
also'acts asia'shield for theif-at in thern'eedleidur 
ingi‘thezspearingstroke. 

l'Since successful operationwof ?' the needle shown 
iniF-igures‘1=4z is dependent upon ‘a ‘swift accurate 
thrust, its use is limited to chefs, butchers and 
otheriskilledtartisans, since‘ it would be'consid'ered 
somewhat :dangerous .to ‘the average housewife. 
In i order to provide ' the housewife with ‘a :similar 
less dangerous larding needle, the-J types shown in 
Figures 5-l6zzhavezbeen :devélop‘ed; 
Here, .the atubular tportion i9 is closed :in :more 

than {that :in..‘Figure .»1, and ‘edges EI ‘and il' tare 
vabove the diametrical center ofrthetube. Also, 
theedgessareajoined (together vnear the endat \I I 
and' I2; giving an obliquely disposed oval liop'ening 
IB'iJterminating?n sharp .oval edge 18f. vEdge I4 
of the oval opening is maintained ?at with sharp 
edges. As in the case of Figure 2, the end of the 
needle is raised, oval opening I3 being ?at and 
above the plane of edges I and I’, since joined 
sections I I and I2 are raised, beginning at section 
2’ of the needle. As in the case of Figure 2, bot 
tom section 20 is raised until it reaches ?at open 
ing I4. 
Although it is preferable to maintain the tube 

opening I—I' at the top as in Figure 5, it is 
possible to position it at the side, as shown in 
Figure 7. Also, although an oval shaped point, 
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such as that shown in Figure 5, is preferred, other 
shapes such as those shown in Figures 8-10 may 
be employed. 
In the case of this particular needle, there is 

employed a stopping tool, such as that shown in 
Figures 11-12. When using the needle, hollow 
space I5 is ?lled with fat, seasoning, etc. and the 
needle is jabbed into the meat as far as desired. 
Then stopping tool 19 is inserted sideways in the 
exposed portion of channel [5 protruding from 
the meat. It is then turned until its plane is 
perpendicular to the axis of the needle, as shown 
in Figure 13. Thereafter, it is held close to the 
meat while the needle is drawn out of the meat. 

It will be observed that bottom portion 23 of 
stopping tool I9 is shaped to ?t channel l5 of the 
needle. Since rim edges l-|’ of the needle are 
above the diameter of the needle, it would not 
be possible to insert stopping tool 19 into recess 
l5 without turning the tool sideways. When the 
stopping tool is set in operating position as in 
Figure 13, edges l—|' of the needle ride against 
constricted portion 22 of the tool, thus making it 
impossible to slip out of the needle when held 
in this position, and making it possible to force 
the fat, etc. through opening l3 of the needle, 
thereby leaving it in the meat. 
Handle 3’ is provided with recess 16 and cover 

I‘! pivoted by screw [8, covering the recess. This 
recess is used to house stopping tool 19 when 
it is not in use. The stopping tool may be pro 
vided with a hone 2| which may be used to 
sharpen surface 14 forming the cutting edge of 
the needle. 
Another modi?ed form of needle is shown in 

Figures 14-16. In this case, the tube opening 25 
is on the side and tool is is inserted therein. 
As in the case of the previously described needles, 
cutting edge 32 is ?at and above the ?at portion 
of tubular section 24. However, the rear section 
30 of the upper surface is dropped lower at 3| 
than surface 32. This has been found advan 
tageous since it preventscatching of meat par 
ticles by edge 29 as the needle is thrust into the 
meat. Also, the bottom end section of the needle 
is provided with opening 33, which is preferably 
disposed near the middle of the rising section at 
the end of the needle. It is preferable to have 
wider opening 35 to facilitate unrestricted dis 
charge of the fat, and narrower section 36 to 
minimize catching of meat segments during the 
spearing operation. 
By the use of the needle illustrated in Figures 

14-16, better discharge of the needle contents is 
possible, since surfaces 32 and 30 are closed o?f 
by the meat and a vacuum is formed under curved 
section 2!}, thus facilitating discharge of the 
needle contents through opening 33 into the meat. 
In this case less force is needed to hold tool 19 
for proper discharge. 
Although a circular needle cross-section is pre 

ferred, it is understood that any convenient cross 
section may be suitable, as for example, triangu 
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lar, square, oval, etc., in which case section 23 
of the stopping tool would have to be shaped ac 
cordingly. In the case of handle 3" of Figure 14, 
the handle is hollow and provided with a screw 
thread for allowing insertion of tool l9 therein 
for storage. A separate sharpening tool may 
likewise be stored in the cavity. 

It is desirable to have edges 33, 34, 35 and 36 
tapered so as to not cause accumulation of meat 
particles. 
The material employed for the needle is prefer 

ably stainless steel although other materials such 
as plastic, Monel metal, steel, and the like may 
be used. 

I claim: 
1. In a larding needle having a handle on one 

end and having a straight hollow tube body 
serving as a reservoir for the larding ingredients, 
and a tubular sharp tip portion extending from 
the free end of said body portion, the improve 
ment comprising a long slot in said tube body 
wall, said slot being narrower than the diameter 
of the tube body and extending from near the 
handle to the free end of said tip portion, and 
said tip portion is gradually raised as the point 
is approached so that the sharp tip is disposed 
above the tube body, thereby making it possible 
to insert said needle in the material to be needled 
without disturbing the contents exposed in the 
slot and disposed within said hollow tube body. 

2. A larding needle according to claim 1 in 
which the free end of the tip portion has a closed 
peripheral Wall. . 

3. A larding needle according to claim 2 in 
which the bottom part of the tip portion has an 
opening to alow discharge of the contents of the 
tube as the tube is withdrawn and as a stopping 
tool is inserted in the slot to facilitate discharge 
of the tube contents. 

4. A larding needle according to claim 3 in 
which the tip portion terminates in an opening, 
the peripheral edge of which is substantially 
parallel with the tube body. 

5. A larding needle according to claim 4 in 
which the rear portion of the peripheral edge of 
the opening is lower than the front portion. 
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